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Abstract. The main goal of requirements specification is the transformation of
a “rough draft” of stakeholder needs and expectations into a semi-formal
specification, represented by several diagrams, commonly UML diagrams.
These diagrams must be consistent with each other, but consistency among
different UML diagrams is not defined by the UML specification, and the
research about inter-model consistency is still immature. We propose, in this
paper, a rule-based system to detect consistency problems among UML
diagrams. In order to complete this task, we have defined a set of rules in OCL,
and then we use a novel approach for implementing the system by means of
Xquery and Xpath languages. The use of these languages helps the rule-based
system to interact with traditional CASE tools.

1 Introduction
The initial specification of a software application is often informal and possibly
vague, and it is usually a “rough draft” of the final specification [1]. This commonly
incomplete and inconsistent “rough draft” must be translated to a correct requirement
specification, and then presented to the stakeholders for their validation. One of the
critical tasks in requirements engineering tries to assure the quality of the step-by-step
specification, in order to find consistency, correctness, and completeness mistakes as
soon as possible in the software lifecycle [2]. The Unified Modeling Language
(UML) is often used to make such specification [3].
Consistency has been, particularly, one of the most important concerns of software
development process, and there are lots of works about it. However, there are still
problems to be solved:
–

–

UML superstructure [3] and other works [4] only define intra-model consistency.
The inter-model consistency is not formally specified [5] and it is not supported
by the common CASE (Computer-Aided Software Engineering) tools.
Consistency checking is carried out automatically among some of the models and
the executable code [6]. Executable code is the final step in the software
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development lifecycle, and we need to perform consistency checking in the
previous stages (definition, analysis, and design).
Several works [7, 8, 9, and 10] establish transformation processes instead of
consistency checking processes. We need to specify the way consistency
checking is performed among diagrams, and transformation processes do not help
in such task.
Some works [4 and 10] are done in a semi-automated way; if the analyst must
participate in the consistency checking process, this process will probably be
human-error-prone.
There is one approach to specify consistency checking in a semi-formal way [11].
Lack of formalism can cause ambiguity problems in the final specification of a
software application.

The reviewed works use rules in order to define the consistency checking process.
In essence, rules are the main elements of the rule-based systems, a contribution of
the Artificial Intelligence (AI) to the solution of this kind of problems. Ligêza [12]
defined a set of principles for designing rule-based systems, and one of the most
important is functional capability, a principle linked to the functionality of the
language in which the rule-based system is programmed. In reference to the problem
of consistency checking, we need to guarantee that the models, commonly made in
CASE tools, can be accessed by the rule-based system in order to check consistency
among them. Because of this, we need to introduce XML (Extended Markup
Language) capabilities in the rule-based system.
In this paper we propose a method for verifying consistency between UML
diagrams by means of a novel approach to rule-based systems. The rules of the system
are defined in OCL [3], a formal language for constraint definition, and then they are
programmed in Xpath and Xquery, special languages for selecting and processing
parts of XML code. For sake of exemplification, the rules are related to consistency
between class and use case diagrams, two of the most important diagrams of UML.
The structure of this paper is as follows: in Section 2 we review specialized
literature about consistency checking. Section 3 describes Xpath and Xquery and
justifies the use of these languages in the rule-based system. Section 4 presents the
rule-based system for consistency checking. Finally, in Section 5 the conclusions and
future work are given.

2 Literature Overview on Consistency Checking in UML
Diagrams
The main source of consistency rules for UML diagrams is the UML superstructure,
emitted by the OMG [3]. This document includes some intra-model consistency rules
in OCL (Object Constraint Language), a formal language for constraint specification;
some of these rules are implemented in some of the conventional CASE tools.
However, inter-model consistency rules are not defined. Some works have been
developed [4–11] for dealing with the problem of consistency between different kinds
of models.
Dan Chiorean [4] used OCL [3] for checking the intra-model consistency in UML
diagrams, with the help of the CASE tool OCLE. This tool is compatible with XMI
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[13], and it can process UML models generated by many of the available CASE tools
(Together, Rational Rose, MagicDraw, Poseidon, ArgoUML, etc.). A software
specification is integrated by many diagrams, and intra-model consistency checking is
only a part of the job; in order to guarantee the quality of a complete specification, we
need to check consistency between several UML diagrams.
Xlinkit [6] is an environment for consistency checking of heterogeneous
distributed documents. This approach uses several languages like XML, Xpath, Xlink,
and DOM [13], and is conformed by a first-order-logic-based language to express
constraints among documents, a document management system, and an engine for
checking the constraints against the documents. In the runtime, Xlinkit applies Xpath
expressions in order to review all the documents of the collection, and then it
constructs a list of nodes to be checked. The documents can be referred to UML class
diagrams or to source code of the software application. However, such comparison
does not make sense; the source code is available in the implementation stage of
software lifecycle, and we need to discover potential mistakes in the specification in
previous stages.
Four parallel works: Kösters, Pagel and Winter [7], Liu et al. [8], Shishkov et al. [9],
and Buhr [10], use case diagram to derive the class diagram. Transformation between
diagrams is a way to guarantee the consistency between diagrams, but only in the case
that we can completely generate the second diagram from the first. This is not the
common case of software specification, where every diagram contains both proper
information and shared information. In other words, by means of the transformation
process, we only can generate the shared information of the second diagram, and the
independent information must be completed in a manual process.
Glinz [5] defines a manual method for assessing consistency between class and use
case diagrams, and he uses as a starting point a textual specification of the use cases
in a special format. In this method, the presence of the analyst is highly required in
the consistency checking process among the two diagrams, and this situation makes it
difficult for the partial or total automation of the process.
Sunetnanta and Finkelstein [11] present an approach for checking the inter-model
consistency, and they based this approach on the UML diagram conversion into
conceptual graphs, and on the definition of consistency rules referred to the same
graphs. The conceptual graphs can not be considered as a formal approach for this
kind of specification elaboration, but a semi-formal approach. While the approaches
have still low formal level, there is a high probability of ambiguity problems in the
consistency checking process.

3 Xpath, Xquery, and Rule-Based Systems
XML is an extremely versatile markup language, capable of labeling the information
content of diverse data sources, including structured and semi-structured documents,
relational databases, and object repositories. Throughout the last few years, the use of
XML [14] has grown, and this language has become a standard language for
communication purposes among applications. The reasons why the use of this
language has increased are the strange mix of suitability and standardization that it
can achieve. Also, XML has an important suite of standard languages surrounding it,
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and this suite gives it the power to interact among different applications. Two of the
most important languages of this suite are Xquery and Xpath [13].
A query language that uses the structure of XML can intelligently express queries
across all these kinds of data, whether physically stored in XML, or viewed as XML
via middleware. Query languages have been traditionally designed for specific kinds
of data. Existing proposals for XML query languages are robust for particular types of
data sources, but weak for other types. The Xquery specification has been designed to
be broadly applicable across all types of XML data sources. Xquery is a functional
language to acquire data in multiple document formats (including XML documents)
and then to produce XML-based results [13]. Xquery extensively uses the so-called
Xpath, an expression language to select parts of an XML document by means of a
matching process [13]. Both Xquery and Xpath languages are used to retrieve
information pieces, especially from XML documents; for this reason, these languages
have been commonly used for processing information in the semantic web.
The growing use of XML-based languages has motivated the extension of some of
their capabilities, and rule-based systems have been employed for this purpose,
especially in the fields of query optimization [15, 16, and 17] and logic programming
[18]. By contrast, Xquery and Xpath can be used to support the elaboration of rulebased systems, as suggested by Eguchi and Leff [19], who discussed the use of XMLbased languages to create artificial intelligence applications in the legal environment.
Following the same trend, Schaffert [20] proposed a special rule-based language
called Xcerpt, which is suitable to create rule-based systems from web documents.
The UML superstructure [3] suggests XMI (XML Metadata Interchange) as a
standard language to share information among UML-based applications. Most of the
UML-based CASE tools are capable to export diagrams in XMI format, for the
purpose of communication among them. In order to create a rule-based system to
check consistency between UML diagrams, the previous approaches do not use XMI;
only Xlinkit [6] uses a sort of XML-based environment, but the goal of this
environment is the comparison of UML diagrams against source code. Due to the fact
that Xcerpt [20] is suitable for the semantic web, it does not use XMI as a way to
interchange information. By this reason, in the next section we propose the use of
Xquery and Xpath for creating a rule-based system to check consistency between two
of the most common UML diagrams: class and use case diagrams.

4 A Rule-Based System for Consistency Checking Between
UML Models
The construction of a rule-based system to define the consistency rules between ML
class and use case diagrams requires the definition of some principles:
–
–

Every class is distinguished by its name, by a collection of properties, and by a
collection of operations offered by the class.
The use case model has actors, which represents the roles which different users
can play, and use cases, which represents the actions performed by the actors in
the future software application.
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Due to the fact that the UML superstructure [3] only defined intra-model rules, a
heuristic analysis of the experience of software analysts was performed to define a set
of consistency rules between class and use case diagrams. In this section, we present
and specify two of such rules; the rules are presented in natural language, OCL, and
Xquery-Xpath source code.
Rule 1. The name of a use case must include a verb and a noun; the noun should
correspond to the name of one class in the class diagram. In other words, for each use
case U in the class diagram, there should be a class C belonging to the class diagram,
so that U.name equals C.name. Figure 1 depicts the graphical representation of this
rule.
The OCL expression that represents this rule is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Graphical expression of Rule 1

Classifier
self.UseCase->exists(us: Usecase, c: Class, x: Integer, y: Integer | y > x
and us.name.toUpper.substring(x,y)=c.name.toUpper)
The Xquery-Xpath expression that represents this rule is:
<rule1>{
for $i in 1 to count($class)
for$j in 1 to count($usecase)
return
if (contains(upper-case($usecase[position()=$j]/@name), uppercase($class[position()=$i]/@name))) then
("<br/>The class <b> ", uppercase($clase[position()=$i]/@name), "</b> exists in the use case
<b>", upper-case($casouso[position()=$j]/@name), "</b>")
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else
("<br/>The class <b> ", upper-case($clase[position()=$i]/@name),
"</b> not exists in the use case <b>", uppercase($casouso[position()=$j]/@name), "</b>")
}</rule1>
Rule 2. The name of a use case must include a verb and a noun; the verb should
correspond to an operation of a class in the class diagram that was identified in rule 1.
In other words, for each use case U there should be a class C that contains an
operation Operationx so that U.name contains C.Operationx. Figure 2 depicts the
graphical representation of this rule.
The OCL expression that represents this rule is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Graphical expression of Rule 2

Classifier
self.UseCase->exists(us: Usecase, c: Class, x: Integer, y: Integer | y > x
and us.name.toUpper.substring(x,y)=c.operation.toUpper)
The Xquery-Xpath expression that represents this rule is:
<rule2>{
for $i in 1 to count($operation)
for$j in 1 to count($usecase)
return
if (contains(upper-case($usecase[position()=$j]/@name), uppercase($operation[position()=$i]/@name))) then
("<br/>The operation <b>",uppercase($operation[position()=$i]/@name), "</b> exists in the use case
<b>",upper-case($usecase[position()=$j]/@name), "</b>" )
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else
("<br/>The operation <b>",uppercase($operation[position()=$i]/@name), "</b> not exists in the use
case <b>",upper-case($usecase[position()=$j]/@name), "</b>" )
}</rule2>
The complete set of rules was programmed in a rule-based system for checking
consistency between class and use case diagrams. The inputs of the system are the
two diagrams in XMI format [3]; ArgoUML® was the CASE tool selected to make
these diagrams, and then to export them to XMI. The rule-based system was
programmed in Java®, and uses Xquery and Xpath languages by means of an API
(Application Program Interface) named Saxon for the validation of the rules. The rulebased system assesses the diagrams and creates a report to inform if the rules are
followed (correct state), or are not (error state). Also, the rule-based system informs if
there is an error of synonyms; to achieve this goal, the system uses a word list, which
includes possible synonyms of every word. When the system detects two synonyms
used in the same diagram, a warning message is presented.
If we apply the described process to the diagrams of Figure 1, after we introduce
the XMI file resulting from ArgoUML®, in the rule-based system we achieve a XML
file with the information of the recognized class diagram (see, for example, the class
“BILL” in Figure 3; all of the classes will exhibit the same appearance), use case
diagram (see Figure 4), and the results of consistency checking process (see Figure 5).

Fig. 3. XML file corresponding to the class “BILL”

Fig. 4. XML file corresponding to the use case diagram
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Fig. 5. XML file corresponding to the consistency checking process

5 Conclusions and Future Work
A novel approach to use Xquery and Xpath in the development of a rule-based system
was presented in this paper. The main goal of the system is the assessment of
consistency rules between UML class and use case diagrams.
This work makes contributions to Requirements Engineering and Artificial
Intelligence. In the first case, the problem of definition of inter-model rules for
consistency checking was dealt with by means of a formal specification of
consistency rules between the use case and class diagrams in OCL. With the
integration of the OCL in the rules definition, we assure that there is a formal way to
check them, in order to avoid ambiguities and to guarantee well formed models. As a
future work, a possible integration with the well-formedness rules of the UML
specification can be defined. Related to Artificial Intelligence, this work has showed a
novel way to incorporate XML-based languages in the development of rule-based
systems. XML technology facilitates the access to several sources of information (for
example, the semantic web and, in this particular situation, to the diagrams made by
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means of CASE tools) and, in conjunction with the Artificial Intelligence theory,
becomes a better way to develop rule-based systems.
Additional future work must be directed to extend the rule-based system to other
UML diagrams (for example activity and sequence diagrams) and to other
requirements engineering diagrams (for example goal diagram and process diagram).
Also, we need to examine languages like Xcerpt, for assessing the suitability of these
approaches to rule-based systems, with the possibility of accessing the diagrams made
by means of many CASE tools.
Acknowledgements. The work was done with partial support of Mexican Government
(SNI, CONACYT, COFAA-IPN) to the third author.
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